
 

APOCRIFU 
 
Style 
 
Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui has a unique choreographic style.  Sanjoy Roy, dance writer for The Guardian, has described it 
as, ‘a high-wire balancing act between different media, ideas and angles, at the same time as juggling the eclectic 
styles of his diverse performers.’ 
 
Cherkaoui’s influences are vast; his choreography uses different styles of dance and is often developed in 
collaboration with artists of other disciplines. He explains, ‘My desire is always to go somewhere else. I’m one of 
those people who has a hard time repeating themselves.’ 
 
The following quotes from Cherkaoui put into context the influences which have profoundly affected his career:  
 
On pop singer, Kate Bush: ‘Voice is a kind of movement – you're moving the space inside of you, releasing certain 
things with your breathing. She (Bush) made me aware of that and it's something I've used in my own work.’  
 
On drawing: ‘I always feel that my skills as a choreographer and as a dancer were an extension of my skills as a 
drawer. When moving and dancing, we create circles and lines and curves and volumes, which are naturally related 
to organic geometry, so I do feel my dancing is nothing more than an extension of that drawing talent.’ 
 
On religion: ‘I was a grazer from early youth – half-Moroccan, considered an Arab, but then regarded as a white boy 
in Koran school – the odd one out. And then there was my very Catholic, Flemish mother. My later school was 
completely secular, but then at home there would be my parents, who were very believing in their own entities but 
who accepted each other. I grew up in that belief system, and also with all its paradoxes.’ 
 
Respond 

1. Read the following interview with Cherkaoui. In it, he explains: 

 The use of the Corsican singing group, A Filetta, who provide the live score to Apocrifu 

 His choreographic intention 

 His use of dancers from different disciplines 

 His inspirations 
 

aestheticamagazine.com/interview-with-performance-artist-sidi-larbi-cherkaoui  
 

2. Choreography and design elements used in Apocrifu include: 

 A narrative structure – the librarian who tries to make meaning from the books around him 

 Props, books    

 Theatrical-style set 

 Live score by A Filetta 

 Puppetry, bunraku style 
 
Find the elements listed above in the image of the performance:  
 

 

http://www.aestheticamagazine.com/interview-with-performance-artist-sidi-larbi-cherkaoui/


 

 
Image: Elliott Franks  

 
3. How would you define Cherkaoui’s style? Discuss with your class.  
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